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In 2010, reflecting on her landmark 1986 article “Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis,”1 Joan Scott wondered whether, since the original article’s publication, the category of gender had “lost its critical edge.”2 She noted how it had often come to refer simply to the roles assigned to “women” and “men,” while those categories themselves were assumed to be determined by biological “sex” and thus stable and self-explanatory. In other words, the gender/sex binary persisted “despite a generation of scholarship aimed at deconstructing that opposition.”3 Scott proposed that gender as an analytical category continues to be useful today only if it is “taken as an invitation to think critically about how the meanings of sexed bodies are produced in relation to one another, how these meanings are deployed and changed.”4

If, in Middle East studies, “gender” often gets used lazily today—sometimes simply as a synonym for “women”—it is also still used as a critical category of analysis. Indeed, for the past two decades gender studies has been one of the most dynamic and theoretically productive branches of the field. Here I would like to point to a problem that is related to the one Scott identifies and that seems to shape a certain division of scholarly labor, at least among historians. The use of gender as a critical category of analysis tends to be concerned with the study of discourse narrowly defined, or with what historians call “cultural history,” while work dealing with the material world, with “real women” doing real work, tends to fall under “social history.” The gender/sex opposition ends up aligning with equally problematic oppositions between discourse and the material world, representation and reality, culture and economy, even urban and rural space. Thus, many gender histories of the region have focused on urban, middle-class discourses in relation to European colonialism, nationalist movements, and state-building projects, while histories of economic development or agrarian life, when they deal with sexual difference at all, tend to treat “men” and “women” as self-evident categories. Critical gender history (as opposed to women’s or family history) has hardly touched on the realm of the “economic,” and it would seem to go without saying that gender as a critical category of analysis could not be relevant to something as material as environmental history.

In what may be a related phenomenon, most critical gender histories of the Middle East have dealt with the same time period: the late 19th century to the 1940s, or the high age of European colonialism in the region. There is little comparable work on the decades immediately following World War II, despite some fairly significant shifts during these years, including decolonization, the start of the Cold War, the rise of the United States as a superpower, the emergence of modernization theory, and, related to all of these, the dawn of the global “age of development.” The result is that the use of gender as an analytical category has produced many insights into the workings of European colonial power, modernity, and formations of national identities in the region5—but
very few into the effects of American imperial expansion, for example, or those of the
global postwar “development apparatus,” which involved constructions and imaginaries
of sexual difference extending far beyond urban, middle-class domains.6

In this essay, I ask what it might mean to bring gender history into conversation
with both economic development and environmental history, in the context of an Iraqi
land settlement project.7 The Dujayla settlement was established by the Hashimite
monarchy in 1945 as the pilot project for the broader Miri-Sirf Land Development
(MSLD) program. The idea was to mitigate the effects of the country’s agrarian crisis by
relocating some of the rural landless poor onto state-owned lands that had been newly
opened to agriculture through the building of large dams and irrigation systems. This, it
was said, would have the stabilizing effect of producing a class of small “independent”
or “family” farmers in Iraq, without alienating the country’s large landowners through
land confiscations.

By the early 1950s, Iraq’s MSLD program had attracted the attention of many of
the new US and international development organizations formed after World War II,
including UNESCO, the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization, the US Point Four
Program, and the World Bank. Planners in these agencies considered the program a
perfect laboratory for demonstrating to a world increasingly riven by Cold War divisions
the viability of the emerging US-led field of Western development expertise. A Point
Four official effused that the Dujayla Law founding the pilot settlement, like “our own
Homestead Act of pioneer days,” would foster “the development of a class of small
individual proprietors” and thereby “give Iraq the kind of progressive stability that the
Middle East needs.”8

The whole project of designing, legislating, and producing a “class of small individual
proprietors” is inconceivable outside of certain understandings about the relation of
family structure and thus of sexual difference to agricultural production and political
stability. But scholars of agrarian history in 20th-century Iraq, and elsewhere, have
tended to uncritically accept and reproduce a familiar discursive slide in the sources, from
the terms “independent farmer” to “individual farmer” to “family farmer,” as if those
modifiers were self-evidently interchangeable. Thus, the slide is allowed to obscure just
what it should reveal: that a “dependent” male sharecropper or tribal nomad becomes
a modern “independent” farmer not only through his acquisition of a new and truly
individual title to land but also—and just as importantly—through his legally and socially
constructed authority over a woman and children in an often newly defined “family.”

The selection of Dujayla homesteaders from among the “fifty thousand land-hungry
fellahin” who applied for the initial 1,200 tracts of land illustrates this logic.9 The
government established a few criteria that helpfully eliminated 47,200 of the applicants
from eligibility. These included the requirements that the would-be settler must be
married; he must have at least one child; he must be over eighteen but under fifty years
of age; and he must be free of criminal convictions and infectious diseases.10 These
criteria established a baseline for what kind of human could conceivably count as an
“individual” in the production of a class of individual farmers in Iraq, and left no doubt
of the underlying, semi-implicit requirement, namely that he must be a “he.” Yet in order
to be eligible, this healthy and civil male candidate for individuality had to promise to
settle on the land in the company of at least one woman and one child, and he had
to be young to middle-aged himself—that is, an identifiable “head of household” in a
nuclear family, regardless of his current status in what may have been an extended family household. Elders and other extended kin were not banned from Dujayla in the law; their presence was simply not legible in it. And if some were to happen along nonetheless—as in fact thousands would—their very illegibility would ensure their legal and economic powerlessness in the new relations of property, production, and family enacted by the legislators.

The settlement itself was designed on an isolated family-farm model, in which homesteads were built in clusters of four at the corners of the plots, each cluster one kilometer from the next. The “Four-Corners’ Settlement Plan,” it was hoped, would “save the settlers much time in going to and from their fields and avoid the unsanitary congestion of villages.” Indeed, villages were deliberately excluded from Dujayla. In addition to its purportedly positive effects on labor efficiency and hygiene, the isolated family-farm design—along with the deliberate policy of settling families from four different tribes in each of the four-farm clusters—was intended to reduce the political capacities of the settlers.

UNESCO, the Food and Agriculture Organization, and Point Four all sent development missions of “home economics” experts to Iraq’s MSLD settlements to retrain the women on the newly settled family farms. The original home economics project at Dujayla, which was run by UNESCO, sent teams of foreign and Iraqi female specialists into settlers’ homes to teach women modern principles of health care, hygiene, childcare, gardening, nutrition, and household budgeting. The project ended up focusing primarily on health and hygiene, however, apparently because these were the only aspects of the program that Dujayla women seemed to have any interest in. This interest was fueled by the fact that the settlement plan had turned out to be counterproductive to achieving one of the aims most often invoked in its defense: improved sanitation and hygiene. The isolation of the homesteads from one another precluded the piping of clean water into them or even the use of a shared well for drinking water, fostering the spread of disease among settlers forced to use the same canals for their irrigation, drinking, and sewage needs.

Thus, while home economics experts worked to overcome the ignorance of rural housewives, which was purportedly responsible for the high rate of disease at Dujayla, the settlement plan itself—which privileged the creation of isolated nuclear-family farms over all other development considerations—guaranteed that the settlers would have no access to a clean water source. In the perpetual return to “ignorance” as the explanation for diseased rural bodies, neither the historicity of rural lives nor that of their environment (houses, canals, soil, microbes, etc.) was truly legible, even when it was explicitly recognized. When the foreign workers arrived at Dujayla, what they found were the very problems they had been trained to solve: “Three out of four suffered from bilharzia, a debilitating water-borne disease characterized by slow bleeding, and other diseases were also rife. This was where the team had to start; out of health activities would come not only confidence in the team but an interest in clean water, clean bodies, better homes and food, even reading and writing.” The temporal narrative of development required that the experts start at what for them was the beginning: rural ignorance of modern health and hygiene principles. This, in turn, predisposed them to forget, again and again, that the settlers’ lives, habits, and bodies were powerfully shaped and in important ways determined by the settlement itself.
One of the more fruitful directions in the scholarship criticizing postwar development projects has been to explore how development problems were “rendered technical,” and to criticize the depoliticizing moves of this strategy. While such work has yielded important insights, my research calls into question certain aspects of the “rendering technical” argument as it is often framed, and points to the relevance of gender as an analytical category in histories of development. Despite all the formidable structural obstacles to health and hygiene that development workers at Dujayla couldn’t help but notice, what they found to be the ultimate cause of the many diseased bodies on the settlement was not political, environmental, or technical conditions but local human ignorance and underdevelopment, especially of women. The production of “independent” farmers meant the production of farmers with healthy bodies and citizenly sensibilities who would neither flee to the cities nor be dependent on the government for assistance, much less look toward larger political or socioeconomic reform. And an “independent” farmer was by definition a “family” farmer in part because he had a wife, who could be mobilized to cultivate the family’s economic and bodily nondependence. After all, “healthy bodies would not need extra feeding at school nor would they be prone to be tubercular.” Development problems at Dujayla were indeed rendered technical, in the sense that they were rendered amenable to the interventions of specialists applying new knowledge techniques. But an examination of the most strongly prioritized techniques, in both theory and practice, shows how they were also rendered social, and in particular how they were rendered feminine.

The Dujayla laws and settlement plan had worked to constitute a new kind of Iraqi citizen, the “independent” or “family” farmer, and they did so by embedding him in legal, social, and spatial grids that depended on and produced other human kinds, including housewives, children, extended-family kin, and seasonal wage-laborers. As the legal property grid of the nuclear-family farm became the spatial grid of the four-corners settlement plan, into which humans were inserted, it was hoped that new forms of dependence and independence, and new relationships between people and the things around them, would be enabled. The application of these grids was part of a larger modernizing project in Iraq that involved the production and fixing of space—including stabilizing the course and flow of the two great rivers, expanding the area of cultivable land, settling nomads and their herds of animals, and introducing intensive methods of agriculture on small, fixed-size plots. That is, setting the nation into dynamic temporal motion toward a developed future was seen to depend on the construction of new kinds of spatial immobilities, especially for peasants, nomads, women, and the rural nonhuman world.

As it happened at Dujayla, the outcome of these efforts to fix land, water, humans, animals, and plants in certain spatial grids was social and ecological catastrophe. Not only did the isolated family-farm design foster the spread of human disease on the settlement, but the intensive agricultural methods on which the small farms depended—and the lack of infrastructure to sustain such methods (especially a drainage system)—led to the rapid salinization of the soil. Within two decades, most settlers had abandoned their plots and use of the land had “reverted to the original extensive form of sheep husbandry.” But the collapse of the Dujayla project does not exactly signify the ineffectiveness of the techniques for which its inhabitants served as a laboratory. Among its lasting effects were the reconstitution of several thousand rural lives and an expansion of technocratic expertise in
both Iraq and the emerging international body of development organizations that identified the family—and women in particular—as a primary locus of development programs.

Over the past few decades, many scholars of agrarian family history in various regions of the world have agreed that the narrative of the “rise of the nuclear/conjugal family” is of little relevance to their work. In a classic critique along these lines, Joan Smith and Immanuel Wallerstein objected to the claim that “the family was previously large and ‘extended’ but today (or in modern times) it has been getting smaller and more ‘nuclear.’ . . . This image of the family, as perpetrated by world social-science, has been an obstacle to our understanding of how households have in fact been constructed in the capitalist world-economy.” In this essay, I have suggested that the rise of the nuclear family narrative is much more than an image “perpetrated by world social-science,” in part because world social science does not stand outside the reality it claims to describe, and thus cannot be simply isolated and pushed aside as an “obstacle to our understanding” of that reality. The nuclear/conjugal family type, with the particular forms of sexual difference it constructs, need not be understood simply as the telos of a universal historical process, the empirical realization of which historians would then set out to prove or disprove in this or that location. It can instead be seen as a conceptual, legal, and spatial grid that makes certain kinds of “family” relationships legible so they can be worked on by technologies of governmentality and development, while simultaneously making other relationships illegible, even when they continue to exist or emerge for the first time.

Attending to the centrality of the nuclear/conjugal family model in at least some postwar development projects—where its effects were not only discursive but also radically transformative of rural environments, experiences, and bodies—thus shifts the terms of the longstanding scholarly debate over the relevance of that model in rural areas outside the industrialized West. At Dujayla, the nuclear-family grid had limited success in unraveling extended family bonds or in producing recognizably bourgeois familial sentiments among rural Iraqis—nor, in the end, did it help fuel the capitalist development of agriculture in Iraq. But it nevertheless played a powerful role in the remaking of both time and space for those whose lives had become enmeshed in a development apparatus, while providing state officials and development planners with an identifiable point of entry—the rural housewife—for projects of reform and improvement.
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